Create Kumiko
at the Tablesaw
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Smart jigs simplify
this complex design
B Y

M I K E

F A R R I N G T O N

I

was first captivated by Japanese kumiko latticework on
the back cover of FWW #226, which featured a stunning cabinet by John Reed Fox. Fox’s piece had a pattern known as asa-no-ha, based on a square grid with 90°
lap joints. (Michael Pekovich covered the how-to for that
pattern in a Master Class in FWW #259.) After figuring out
the square design, I explored others and found that many
of my favorites are built on a grid of equilateral triangles.
While triangular gridwork is more challenging to produce than a 90° lattice, I developed a simple tablesaw sled
that makes the complex joints quick and repeatable. I also
use a planing jig so that each strip will have a uniform
thickness—especially important with this three-way joinery. The infill pieces are more straightforward, made easy
by a couple of planing jigs very similar to those Pekovich
uses. Using this approach, you’ll produce gridwork and
infill so clean and snug that it doesn’t need glue (though I
do use a tiny bit). The kumiko process is fun and fulfilling,
which is probably why the craft has survived for centuries.
There still is a learning curve. Don’t give up. Your first
attempt will be rough, the second will be better, and by
the third you’ll have nailed it.

A word about design and wood
The foundation of any kumiko pattern is the gridwork,
which can be scaled to suit everything from large shoji
screens down to door panels, lamp shades, and coasters.
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Set up for success
MAKE AN ACCURATE TABLESAW SLED
The triangular grid
requires a precise
three-way joint at
each junction. This
simple tablesaw
sled delivers clean
joints and perfect
gridwork.

Angled fences,
MDF, 3⁄4 in. thick
by 11⁄2 in. wide
Indexing key, 1⁄8 in.
thick by 5⁄16 in. wide
by 2 in. long

60°

Groove for indexing
keys, 1⁄8 in. wide by
3
⁄16 in. deep

23 in.

60°
End fences, solid
wood, 1 in. thick
by 11⁄4 in. wide

Base, MDF, 3⁄4 in.
thick by 14 in. wide
by 23 in. long
Hardwood miter-slot
runner, glued into
groove

Groove for runner, 3⁄4 in.
wide by 1⁄8 in. deep, inset
11⁄2 in. from edge

14 in.

A groove for the
indexing keys.
Mark the path of
the blade, and
then measure 2 in.
from that to set
the spacing of the
gridwork. Flip over
the base and cut a
shallow groove at
your layout mark.

Add the fences.
Screw on the
straight fences at
front and back,
and then attach
the angled fences.
Drill slightly
oversize clearance
holes in the angled
fences, and use
the 60° corner of
a drafting triangle
to set the angle of
each fence as you
screw them down.
Insert the keys. Trim the strips so they’ll stick up
only 1⁄8 in. or so, bevel their ends, and insert one in
the groove in front of each angled fence.
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RIP AND PLANE THE STRIPS
Nothing works without straight-grained strips, planed
to uniform thickness with the aid of a block-plane jig.

Rip strips slightly oversize.
Make the strips a hair thicker
than the width of the blade’s
kerf.

The main variable is the
pitch, which is the distance
between the lap joints. A
pitch of 2 in. to 3 in. is a
good starting point for most
projects. Another variable is
the thickness of the strips,
which is tied directly to
the kerf of the sawblade
used to make the threeway joints. Blades that are
full-kerf (1⁄8 in.) and thinkerf (typically 3⁄32 in.) both
work great. For larger patterns, you might choose a two-blade stack, or a thick
blade made for joinery. As for the width of the strips,
1⁄2 in. is a good rule of thumb.
Kumiko looks best with woods that are lighter in color with straight grain. Quartersawn or riftsawn material
is best, with tight, subtle grain. I often use maple, but
I’ve had success with fir, alder, walnut, and cedar, too.

Prep the block-plane jig. Plane a
long spacer and screw it in. If the
strips come out a little thick, add
a piece or two of blue tape on the
bottom side.

Block plane rests in 1⁄8-in.-wide
by 3⁄16-in.-deep rabbets.

Spacer determines
thickness of strip.

Plane to perfection. Farrington’s block
plane rides in the narrow rabbets and
produces perfectly thicknessed strips.
Be sure to plane both sides of each strip.

Check to be sure.
Use the tablesaw
sled to cut a notch
in an extra strip to
confirm the strips
are the correct
thickness. The strip
should slip into
the notch with no
struggle and no
slop. Getting this fit
just right is critical
to success.

Prepping perfect strips
For a clean look, I try to make all the kumiko strips
from a single board—or two at most, one for the gridwork and one for the infill. The thickness of the board
becomes the width of the strips and therefore the
finished thickness of the kumiko panel.
For clean, tight joints, you need very smooth, uniform strips. Make sure your board is four-square so
you can rip strips off both long edges and so the
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Notch the strips
Farrington’s tablesaw sled notches the strips in two ways to create clean, strong, three-way
joints. Note: The red stripe is a reminder to keep fingers and thumbs clear of the blade.

Notch has a
double bevel.

Top and bottom strips
have a single notch
two-thirds the width
of the stock.

TOP AND BOTTOM STRIPS

2

⁄3

Top and bottom notches
are at opposing angles.

Center strip has a pair
of notches one-third
the width of the stock.

THE CENTER STRIPS

1

⁄3

CENTER STRIP

Use the rear fence
for both notches.

Center strips are notched on both sides. Set the blade height to cut a hair over a
third of the way through a strip. Make the first cuts with the strip bumped against the
key (above), flipping the strip to notch both sides. Then place those two notches onto
the index key to make the next two notches, and so on down the strip (below).

ends of the strips will cleanly contact the stops on the
tablesaw sled. Cut off any planer snipe.
After milling the board, it’s time to rip off strips. It’s
critical that the finished thickness of these strips precisely matches the kerf of the sawblade used to cut
the joinery. So I rip the strips slightly oversize at the
tablesaw and then plane them to perfect thickness
with a block-plane jig (see drawing, p. 67). Rip plenty
of extra strips to use for calibrating the jigs.
The block-plane jig has an MDF base and two runners with rabbets that guide the handplane. The depth
of the rabbets must be the same, as any inconsistency
will transfer to your strips. Once the jig is together, I
add a spacer to the bottom for the strips to rest on.
The thicker the spacer, the thinner the strips will be.
To reduce the thickness of the strips you can add a
piece or two of blue tape to the bottom of the spacer.
Each layer of tape reduces their thickness by a tiny,
consistent amount. Don’t add too many or the spacer
will get squishy. You are looking for a nice slip fit
where the strip fits easily into a test kerf.
Watch the grain direction to avoid tearout as you
plane strips, and make sure to plane both sides of each
strip so they need no further surface prep.

Tablesaw sled tames the three-way joints
The triangular grid requires a tricky three-way joint at
each junction. Normally this is done with fine handsaws, but my tablesaw sled with a 60° fence notches
the strips to create a clean, strong joint.
Start by cutting and planing a runner for one of the
tablesaw’s miter slots. I use quartersawn hardwood.
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the top and bottom strips
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For each notch use the rear
fence and then the forward
fence to create a double bevel.

Top and bottom strips are notched in both directions. Start with the tip against
the key as before (above), then use the key to make a row of evenly spaced notches.
Now notch those same strips on the opposite fence (below). It helps the overall results
to press the strip against this key in the opposite direction you pressed it on the first
fence.

It’s critical that there be no slop; in fact, the runner
should slide with a little friction. When cutting out
the rest of the jig’s parts, make sure their sides are
perfectly parallel.
Next, cut a small dado in the base for the miter-slot
runner, and glue it into place. This ensures that the
runner is parallel with the edges. To determine the
pitch of your kumiko, or the distance between the
joints (in this case 2 in.), mark where the blade will
cut through the sled, measure over from that mark,
and cut a kerf 3⁄16 in. deep in the top face of the sled
for the index keys.
The trickiest part is attaching the two fences at the
exact same angle. You can do it with an inexpensive
drafting triangle and careful work (see p. 66). Each
fence should be very close to 60°, but it’s even more
important that both are set to the same angle. Screw
but don’t glue the fences. I drill slightly oversize clearance holes to allow for minor adjustment if needed,
and use screws with flat-bottom heads (not countersunk) that won’t shift the fences as I tighten them.
Next, cut off two small pieces from the strips you
planed earlier and insert one into the key slot in front
of each fence. Now drop the runner into the miter slot,
cut through the whole sled, and it’s ready to be used.
When using this sled your fingers can get very close
to the blade, so I spray-paint a stripe on the fences to
mark the danger zones.

Notch and assemble your triangular grid
With the sled ready to go, set the blade slightly higher
than one-third of the height of a strip, and cut all of the
www.finewoodworking.com
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Assemble the grid
Mate top and bottom
strips with center
strips. Just a dot of
glue in each is all you
need. The deepernotched strips go
down first and the
double-notched ones
go next. Then the last
deep-notched strips go
on, tightening the joints
and forming triangles in
all directions.

S

Online Extra

Watch Farrington put together one
of his kumiko creations in the video
at FineWoodworking.com/274.

center strips for the three-way joint. They have opposing notches
on each side, all made at the fence closest to you. The sled works
like a box-joint jig: You bump the strip against the key for the first
cut, and then place the notch over the key for successive cuts.
Next, tackle the top and bottom strips of the joint. These are
identical, with single, two-way notches that work in both directions. Adjust the sawblade so it cuts just slightly over two-thirds of
the height of your strips, and make two cuts on each strip, both
through the same notch, using both fences on the sled.
This two-way notch is where you’ll find out if your sled is ac-

70

curate. If it is, the opposing cuts will form a little point in the
exact center of the thickness of the strip. If not, go back and check
the fences with your triangle. Often simply reattaching them will
solve the problem. When these last cuts look good, notch all of
the top and bottom strips.
At this point you’ll have a small pile of center strips with cuts
made one-third of the way through on both sides and a larger
pile of top and bottom strips with cuts made two-thirds of the
way on one side. Using a small handsaw, break these pieces
down into usable sizes. Kumiko is almost always used in a frame
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SQUARE IT UP
Most grids go into square frames. To square off the triangles
at two ends of the pattern, you’ll need to insert filler pieces
as shown.

Filler pieces
Square end

30° bevels

Simple sticks. Use
the 30° planing
jig to create a
centered point on
one end, then trim
the square end
as needed. When
the fit is just right,
add a dot of glue
at both ends. Use
a straightedge
to check the
alignment of the
small filler sticks,
and adjust as
needed.

of some kind, so I build the pattern with a big square
or rectangle in mind.
Assembly is straightforward. Starting with the bottom
pieces, add a dot of glue with a toothpick, press the
center pieces in one by one, and then finish off the
grid with the top pieces.

Trimming kumiko for a square frame
For most applications, you’ll need the edges of the
gridwork to end up square. This is a little trickier with
the triangular kumiko than a square grid. You’ll need
to add little pieces to square the triangular spaces
along two edges of the pattern, and then cut the stray
grid pieces off all four edges with a flush-cutting saw.

Try your first infill pattern: asa-no-ha
Asa-no-ha is a common kumiko pattern, used in both
square and triangular grids. Intended to represent
overlapping hemp leaves, it is simple yet beautiful,
and a great place to start down the rabbit hole of this
wonderful craft. The three infill pieces are identical in
asa-no-ha, meaning that if you have a uniform grid,
you should be able to dial in the infill planing jigs and
keep them right there for the entire pattern.
The jigs are simple guides for a wide chisel or small
handplane—either will work. I use them with an adjustable-mouth block plane (No. 601⁄2). For whatever
reason, I can plane small pieces all day with this plane.
I make the jigs from two thick pieces of hardwood—
usually poplar—with one rabbeted to hold the infill
strips. Then I carefully align the pieces, screw them
together, and cut the desired angle on the end with
my miter saw. As for the stop, some folks hold it down
with a drywall screw, but I prefer using a pan-head
www.finewoodworking.com

Saw off the
excess. Use a
flush-cutting saw—
riding the edges
of the pattern—to
cut off the extra
material and form
a clean rectangle.
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Filling out the grid
A variety of designs can be created by fitting beveled pieces into each triangle of the grid. Simple
planing jigs outfitted with sliding stops make it easy to bevel the parts at the precise length.
Jig, hardwood, 21⁄2 in. thick
by 23⁄8 in. wide by 8 in. long

30° bevels

Rabbet to fit width
of kumiko strips.

60° bevels

Sliding stop

End beveled to 30°, 45°, or
60° for various infill patterns

The asa-no-ha pattern is a classic design created by filling each triangle
with three pieces of equal size.

Start at the
pointy end. Set
the stop on the
30° jig so the
piece overhangs
a bit. Then flip the
piece over and
plane both sides
to create an even
point.

Plane the blunt ends last. Set the stop on the 60° jig and
flip the pieces like before to create a centered point. This end
determines the fit, so creep up on it at first. With practice you’ll
be able to dial in the setting for these three identical pieces
and leave it there for the rest of the infill. Don’t force the
pieces or you could distort the whole grid. When you’re happy,
add a dot of glue to the ends to lock them in.
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30° bevels

60° threeway lap

bolt that goes into a threaded insert. That makes fine
adjustments easier and helps the jig last longer.
Each identical piece of the asa-no-ha pattern has
two 30° bevels at one end, forming a 60° point that
fits into a corner of the gridwork, and two 60° bevels
at the other, forming a 120° point where all three
infill pieces meet. When building the 30° planing jig,
I turn it 90° on the chopsaw, which lets me make the
extreme angle cut at 30° instead of 60°. To do that I
build an L-shaped cradle for the saw base. One could
also cut this high angle on a tablesaw sled.
To create perfect infill, start by cutting a few of your
strips intentionally long. Set up the stop block on the
30° jig and plane both sides of the piece to create a
sharp point on the end. Now set the stop block on the
60° jig and do the same to the other side of the piece,
and then repeat the process on two more pieces.
At this point the infill will not fit into your gridwork.
Move the stop blocks and do more trimming until the
three pieces come together nicely in the center. Keep
in mind that material is coming off the ends of all
three pieces as you make adjustments, so a little goes
a long way. The goal is a nice friction fit, but not one
that requires much force to assemble.
Once you have the fit precise, you’ll be able to cut
all the other infill at the same settings. With practice
and experience, you’ll get there.
I hope you give this traditional art form a try. It will
test your patience at first, become very satisfying before long, and make your woodworking stand out in
the end.
□
Mike Farrington is a furniture maker in Aurora, Colo.
www.finewoodworking.com

The tsuno asa-no-ha is a variation of
the asa-no-ha pattern. The center joint
is the same three-way lap joint used to
make the gridwork.
30° bevels

45° bevels

60° bevels

60° bevels

Sakura is a very common and beautiful
pattern. The pieces making up the ring
have a 90° notch cut with a V-groove bit.

15° bevel

75° bevel
90° lap

Kasane-rindo is the author’s favorite.
The outside points are beveled at 15° on
just one face. The lap joint is 90°.
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